
solutions
for mobile 

driven businesses



SASA enables organisations to leverage mobile devices 

to engage and transact with customers.

SASA enables 

organisations to create 

mobile-based 

ecosystems that scale. 

Our financial platform

links businesses to their 

customers through USSD, 

SMS, WhatsApp, and 

online and offline Apps.

Through these channels 

we shape customer

behaviour and empower a 

diverse range of 

transactions.



What do we do?

Leverage appropriate channels

WhatsApp       USSD       SMS       Web       Apps

Shape customer behaviour

Prepackaged integrations

Product management tools

Event driven engagement       Sophisticated CRM

Integrated products       Real time       Contextual

Mobile money       Payments platforms   

Blockchain       Third party APIs        Banks

Accounting       Treasury and inventory management

Reporting and analysis

Holistic mobile 
engagement

to grow 
businesses



How do we do it?

SASA creates dynamic and actionable customer profiles from 

every interaction and transaction.
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Facilitate 

transactions/infor

mation with third 

party input 

providers.

Provide access to 

farmer profiles and 

facilitate distribution 

of financial products 

to farmers

Manages all interactions 

and transactions with 

farmers, creating 

dynamic profiles

Facilitate better 

engagement between field 

agents & farmers, 

recording all engagements

Facilitate farmer 

management, track 

deliveries, manage inventory 

levels and enable payments

SASA  CONNECT
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How do we work?

IMPROVED 
PRODUCT 
OFFERING

PRODUCT
MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

DATA 
BASED

DECISIONS



What does it look like?

Smallholder Farmer Profile



What does it look like?

Crop details are traceable right through the supply chain, from seed to shelf.



What are our focus areas?

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Micro loans

Savings wallets

Group Savings & Lending

Handset loans

Agent loans

CUSTOMER 

ENGAGEMENT

USSD

SMS

WhatsApp

App

FARMER MANAGEMENT

Small-scale farmer management

Warehousing solutions

Agro-input management

Farmer financial services

CONSULTING 

SERVICES

Design thinking

Holistic customer engagement

Digitise business



UN Sustainable Development Goals

SASA digitizes farmers and drives financial inclusion.

This addresses the following 

UN Sustainable Development Goals:



A team with African expertise, 

we understand the challenges

Localised and appropriate solutions

10 plus integration across 7 countries 

working with MNO’s, MFIs, Agri players

+175’000 end users on the platform

Try our demo :

https://connect.sasa.solutions

Why SASA?

https://connect.sasa.solutions


The foundations of SASA’s platform

Transparency
Robust &

Secure

Contextual & 

Relevant

Real time 

insights

Dynamic 

products



Who are our clients?

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

FARMER
MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Solutions in Tanzania, Kenya, South Africa, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Liberia.



Who have we integrated with?



Who are the founders?

Renen Watermeyer

For more than twenty years Renen has worked in financial services in Africa. He 

was involved in developing the first tech platforms that enabled a mobile network 

operators to provide loans to their customers in Tanzania and across East Africa. 

He has a strong technical background with experience spanning the 

development of mobile money platforms, trading systems and insurance 

platforms. He understands first-hand the market and the technical challenges 

facing rural Africans and uses this knowledge, and his passion for change, to 

continue to develop and improve SASA Connect.

Andre Taute

Andre is a Chartered Accountant with deep financial services experience. In 

his previous role as VP/ Senior Investment Analyst at an emerging markets 

asset management group, he saw the exponential growth and application of 

mobile money in Africa, which spurred him to get more involved in this growing 

sector. 

Andre uses his multi-sector experience to identify new opportunities in the 

market and to help SASA’s customers take advantage of the opportunities 

mobile-based financial ecosystems offer for their organisations.



THANK YOU

andre@sasa.solutions


